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From : 

Date Sent : 17/02/2015 09:51:25
Subject : Re: Values on docs in Prototype BDB
We would certainly only refer to versions as part of the declaration process.

Further to the last mail, I created a Template and then a document from it , more to test if the 
Template function still worked. Once I'd done that, I had a quick look at the properties and noticed 
this:

ClonedFrom No value

ClonedTo No value

CloneRef Notes document reference number

NEWVERSIONLINK

OldVersion

OLDVERSIONLINK

Not in place on a document created from a template

ProvVersionNo 0

Version 0

No idea if that's relevant but thought it worth mentioning.
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Date: 17/02/2015 09:45
Subject: Re: Values on docs in Prototype BDB

I have had a quick search through the code for the word version, it is there 425 times, it doesn't 
immediately jump out as being connected to ERMS as it doesn't have any code referring to ERMS or 
KP fields. If versioning only took place with relation to ERMS then I need to remove this I would say.

I have an EDRMS template with the basic framework for how I want to structure the application in UAT 
and once I have got it refreshed so that it is consistent in its own terms I will send a link - please note 
what I have developed here is an approach to solving this problem, not implementing the rules etc etc

I don't mind being told things as they occur to people, as long as it all goes into the same database.

From:
 

 

Date: 17/02/2015 09:28
Subject: Values on docs in Prototype BDB

Morning 

 and I have had a brief play with the new prototype and something's jumped out at us.

The new documents have the following fields in place from the point of creation:

ClonedFrom No value

ClonedTo No value

CloneRef Notes document reference number

NEWVERSIONLIN
K

No value

OldVersion 0

OLDVERSIONLIN
K

No value

ProvVersionNo 0

Version 0

As far as we're aware, anything to do with version numbers is connected with declared records so 
we're wondering do these fields need to be in place when a document is created?

As an aside, do you want these sort of queries as we find them or would you rather us collate them 
and send them over in a bunch?

Cheers,
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